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Abstract
Background: The study evaluated the relationship of the usual nutrient intake and protein adequacy to the prevalence of child
malnutrition.
Methods: Data were derived from the 2013 Philippine National Nutrition Survey. A total of 6,565 children aged 6-12 years across
all the 17 regions that participated in the survey were analyzed. Two (2) non-consecutive day 24-hour dietary recalls (24hR) were
collected to estimate the individual food intake. PC-SIDE version 1.0 software (Software for Intake Distribution Estimation) was
used to estimate the usual intake of energy and key nutrients accounting for between - and within-person differences in dietary
intake. The 2007 WHO Protein Digestibility Corrected Amino Acid Score (PDCAAS) method was used to measure the protein
quality or the utilizable protein intake.
Results: School-aged children were found to have lower dietary intake of utilizable protein than total protein. Higher consumption
of grains and meat decreased the prevalence of stunting. Furthermore, linear growth of children was found to be associated with
the dietary intake of several nutrients including utilizable protein, calcium, vitamin B12, vitamin C and vitamin D. The prevalence
of stunting and underweight significantly decreased with a higher consumption of utilizable protein. Milk consumption decreased
the prevalence of underweight. The prevalence of underweight also decreases with a higher dietary consumption of calcium,
riboflavin and vitamin C. Higher consumption of grains also decreased the prevalence of underweight and wasting. A decreased
prevalence of wasting was also found with higher dietary consumption of riboflavin, thiamine and fiber. On the contrary, higher
consumption of meat, milk and grains increased the prevalence of obesity. In particular, higher dietary consumption of utilizable
protein and vitamin C increased the prevalence of obesity.
Conclusions: Even though the dietary total protein intake of school-aged children is considered adequate, the existence of
malnutrition among children may be specifically attributed to quality of protein consumed. Therefore, the study suggests that
nutrition interventions and policies focusing on child malnutrition should improve not just the quantity, but the quality of protein
sources consumed by children to aid in proper growth and development.

Background
Malnutrition accounts for at least half (54%) of all the childhood deaths worldwide [1]. The World Health Organization (WHO)
states that malnutrition refers to the insufficient, excessive, or imbalance in the consumption of energy and/or nutrients [2].
Malnutrition is also manifested by linear growth failure among children. Globally, an estimated total of 151 million children were
affected by growth failure in 2017 [3].
School-aged children are among the most vulnerable to malnutrition due to their high nutritional requirements for growth and
development [4]. Combatting child malnutrition is complex since it is affected by a wide array of factors. The primary causes of
malnutrition include lack of good quality food and poor child feeding [7]. Hence, this translates to a much-needed emphasis on
the dietary intake of school-aged children and also its effect on child growth.
In the Philippines, an estimated total of 95 children die from malnutrition every day [8]. The Philippines is one of the countries in
the world with the largest global burden of malnutrition [9]. The country has a total of 3.6 million stunted children which ranks as
the 9th country with the highest burden of stunting in the world [10]. In terms of wasting, about 769,000 Filipino children suffers
from either moderate or severe wasting which ranks the Philippines as the 10th country in the world with the highest burden of
wasting [10]. Data from the 2013 National Nutrition Survey (NNS) revealed that 30% of children aged 6–12 years were considered
underweight and is still considered a public health problem even though it was reduced to 29.1% from 32.0% in 2011 [11–12]. On
the other hand, it was also noted that overweight and obesity among children increased by 1.7 percentage points from 2011
(7.4%) to 2013 (9.1%) [12].
It is important that children are provided with a diet containing adequate quantities of nutrients to allow them to reach their
optimal growth [13]. Moreover, there is also a substantial evidence that a poor dietary intake during childhood can not only affect
growth but could also lead to problems that manifest later in life, such as cardiovascular disease, obesity, type 2 diabetes,
osteoporosis and some forms of cancer [14].
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Proper child growth indeed requires an adequate intake of the basic nutrients: carbohydrates, protein and fat [15]. Protein,
specifically is gaining interest in nutrition research especially on its relation with linear growth. Moreover, recent evidence suggests
that stunted children might not be receiving adequate dietary intake of essential amino acids, and may have low circulating
amino acids [16]. In particular, dietary protein intake is considered important since it provides essential amino acids required for
protein synthesis which are necessary for child growth [17–18]. Aside from the quantity of dietary protein consumed, protein
quality should be also taken into account. A difference in the effect of various types of protein might be due to a different amino
acid composition among different protein sources. Furthermore, several previous studies reported that it is not the total amount of
dietary protein intake but consuming specific protein sources that could affect growth [19–20]. In developing countries such as
the Philippines, however, dietary protein is mainly limited to plant-based sources, which are deficient in certain essential amino
acids such as lysine and tryptophan which are both necessary for growth [21–22].Currently, little is known about the dietary intake
of school-aged children, particularly in low- and middle-income countries such as the Philippines [23–24]. This present study aims
to evaluate the relationship of protein quality, food and usual nutrient intake to the prevalence of child malnutrition.

Materials And Methods

Study Design and Populations
The 2013 National Nutrition Survey (NNS) is a cross-sectional, population-based survey conducted to characterize the health and
nutritional status of the Filipino population. The survey used a stratified three-stage sampling system drawn to represent all 17
regions and 80 provinces of the country in both urban and rural areas. A total of 8592 Filipino households were sampled with a
response rate 87.7%. Hence, data from a total of 6,565 children aged 6 to 12 years participated in the survey were analyzed for
this study. All surveyed households provided signed informed consent prior to participation [25]. Ethical consent for the study was
obtained from the Food and Nutrition Research Institute Ethics Review Board (FIERC Protocol Code FNRI-2020-019).

Data Collection
Demographic and socio-economic data
Demographic and socio-economic information were collected from the 2013 NNS survey participants, including age, gender and
area of residence. Wealth status of participants was defined by proxy indicators including household possession of vehicles,
appliances, materials used for housing construction and sanitation facilities. Scores obtained from principal component analysis
were used to define wealth quintiles as poorest, poor, middle, rich and richest. Detailed methodologies were discussed elsewhere
[26].

Anthropometric data
The weight of children was assessed using mechanical Detecto platform beam balance scales (state name of manufacturer and
place), while height was measured using Microtoise – an L-shaped device (SECA 206, Hamburg, Germany). Weight and height
were measured twice, but when two measurements were greater than 0.3 kg and 0.5 cm respectively, a third measurement was
made. The mean of the 2 measurements were correspondingly recorded to the nearest 0.1 kg or cm. Body mass index was
calculated by dividing weight (in kg) over the square of height (in meters).
For the nutritional status of children 5.08 to 19.0 years old (61–228 months), the WHO Growth Reference 2007 was used.

Dietary data
Two (2) non-consecutive day 24-hour dietary recalls (24hR) were collected on site via face-to face interview by trained registered
nutritionist-dietitians using structured questionnaires. All members of the sampled households were interviewed for the first 24
hours of food intake. The second day recall was obtained from the 50% of randomly chosen households with first 24hR. Food
items recalled in most cases were in cooked state. Quantities were expressed in terms of common household measurements such
as cups, tablespoons, or by size and number of pieces. Other food items were consumed raw and therefore recorded in their raw
state. Amount of recalled food items consumed were quantified, wherein weights were obtained from a list of compiled
Household Food Weights and Measures or through sample or actual weighing. If the food was a meal, the various ingredients in
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the recipe were recorded and the nutrient contents of each of these composite foods were determined on the basis of the
International Network of Food Data Systems (INFOODS) Guidelines.

Derivation of utilizable protein
Utilizable protein was estimated using the 2007 WHO amino acid requirements and the PDCAAS method [27]. The protein value of
each food ingredient is multiplied by the digestibility value for that ingredient to calculate the amount of digestible protein present
in that food item. The step-by-step process of the computation of utilizable protein was discussed elsewhere was followed [28].

Statistical Analyses
Descriptive statistics including frequencies, percentages, means, standard errors (SE) and percentiles were used to summarize
social demographics, nutrient and food intake, and dietary diversity score of the participants. Food groups and nutrients used in
the analysis are listed in Table 1. We also generated quartiles (Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4) of nutrients and food groups consumed by the
children using –xtile- command in Stata to form four groups representing the ordered rank intake. In estimating the usual intake
of energy and key nutrients that account for between- and within-person differences in intake [8], PC-SIDE version 1.0 software
(Software for Intake Distribution Estimation) was used. The best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) of usual intake of energy and
key nutrients for growth was estimated for the association study. All data were analyzed using STATA (version 15; Stata Corp.,
College Station, TX, USA). The level of significance was set at P < 0.05. All analyses were accounted for the complex survey
design and sampling weights to reflect nationally representative results.

Z-test for difference of two populations with known variance
Z-test was used to test the difference of mean usual energy and key nutrient intakes between two independent samples i.e.
Normal vs Stunted children, Normal vs Underweight children, Normal vs Wasted children, and Normal vs Obese children.

Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test (Mann –Whitney)
Wilcoxon rank-sum was used to test the hypothesis that two independent samples i.e. Normal vs Stunted, Normal vs Underweight,
and Normal vs Wasted have equal distribution of food consumption.

Multiple Logistic Regression
Multiple logistic regression analyses were used to determine the impact of food groups and nutrients intakes (as independent
variables) to the prevalence of stunting, underweight, wasting and obesity among school-aged children (dependent variable) while
adjusting for cofounders such as age sex, urbanity, and wealth quintile. All dependent variables (underweight, stunting, obese and
wasting) were categorized as dichotomous variables and odds ratios were calculated. Underweight, stunting, obese and wasting
were used as outcome variables in separate logistic regression models, using the same methods for each. All predictor variables
are entered into the regression equation at the same time and were expressed in quartiles. Selected nutrients were included in the
logistic regression analysis. The criteria for selecting the nutrients has a minimum correlation (< 0.5 correlation coefficient) to
other nutrients to minimize collinearity. Final models were reached when p < 0.05 for all predictors and were evaluated using the
Wald test.

Multiple Linear Regression
Multiple linear regression was conducted to determine the influence of food group and usual nutrient intakes of children to the
anthropometric indices. For the regression models, covariates included were age, sex, urbanity, and wealth quintile. All
independent variables were entered into the regression equation at the same time. Selected nutrients were included in the
regression analysis. The criteria for selecting the nutrients has a minimum correlation (< 0.5 correlation coefficient) to other
nutrients to minimize collinearity. Food group intakes were transformed using natural logarithm function ln(x).
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Table 1
Variables used in the study
Food Groups

Nutrients

Grains (g)

Utilizable Protein (g)

All Meat (g)

Total Fat (g)

Sweets (g)

Carbohydrates (g)

Fats and Oils (g)

Total Fiber (g)

Vegetables (g)

Total Sugar (g)

Other Food and Beverages (g)

Calcium (mg)

Fruit and Fruit Juices (g)

Phosphorus (mg)

Milk (g)

Iron (mg)

Beans, Nuts and Peas (g)

Sodium (mg)

Mixed Dishes (g)

Vitamin A RE (µg RE)
Thiamin (mg)
Riboflavin (mg)
Niacin (mg)
Ascorbic Acid (mg)
Vitamin D (mg)
Zinc (mg)

Results
Children were equally distributed by age group and sex. More than half (58.2%) of the participants were from rural residence while
the others were from urban areas (41.7%). Three out ten (30%) of the participants came from households classified as poorest
while 23% were considered as poor. About 29% were classified as wealthy children and 18% were considered as middle class.
Prevalence of stunting, underweight, wasting and obesity among the children were 30.4%, 31.2%, 12.3% and 3.9%, respectively
(Table 2).
Table 3 presents the median (10th, 90th percentile) consumption of each food group. Results showed that there was a significant
difference between the median consumption of all food groups except fruits, beans, nuts & peas and mixed dishes of normal and
stunted children; as well as normal and underweight children. Intakes of grains, all meats, sweets, fats and oils; beverages and
milk were significantly higher in normal than among the stunted and underweight children. Intake of vegetables is significantly
higher among stunted than normal children but among underweight children intake was similar with normal children. Intake of
fruit and fruit juices, beans, nuts and peas and mixed dishes is similar among stunted and normal children as well as underweight
and normal children. Consumption of grains and vegetables significantly differ between normal and wasted children but Intakes
of all meat, sweets, fats and oils, other food and beverages, fruit and fruit juices, milk, beans, nuts and peas and mixed dishes
was similar between wasted and normal children. Between normal and obese children, test showed that there was a difference on
the consumption of grains, all meat, sweets, fats & oils, beans, nuts & peas and other food and beverages but among obese and
normal children’s intakes of vegetables, fruits, milk, and mixed dishes was similar.
Usual mean ± SE of energy and key nutrient intakes by nutritional status are presented in Table 4. Test showed that stunted and
underweight children have significantly lower mean intake of all nutrient intakes compared to normal children (P < 0.001).
However, obese children have higher mean intake of all nutrients in contrast to children with normal nutritional status (P < 0.001).
Wasted children have lower intake all nutrients (P < 0.001) except thiamin compared to normal children.
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The difference between means of usual utilizable protein and total protein intake is also shown in Table 4. Mean of usual total
protein intake of stunted, underweight, wasted and obese children were 37 g, 33 g, 39 g, and 63 g per day respectively while mean
of usual utilizable protein intake were 29 g, 26 g, 31 g, and 51 g respectively. Mean of usual utilizable protein intake was
significantly lower compared to mean of total protein intake.
The prevalence of inadequacy of the total protein and utilizable protein by malnutrition status is shown in Fig. 1. Prevalence of
inadequacy of utilizable protein in stunted, underweight, wasted and obese children was 42.9%, 29.1%, 19.4% and 4.9%
respectively; the prevalence of inadequacy of total protein in stunted, underweight, wasted and obese children was 25.8%, 48.4%,
37.1% and 9.3% respectively. Prevalence of inadequacy of both utilizable and total protein was higher for stunted, underweight
and wasted children compared to normal children. In contrast, obese children have lower prevalence of inadequacy of both
utilizable and total protein compared to normal children.
Table 5 shows the adjusted ratio of food groups for nutritional status among school-aged children. Among stunted, all meat, all
grains and sweets remained statistically significant after adjusting for confounders such as age sex, urbanity, and wealth quintile.
Children who consumed more meat, grains and sweets were 0.99 times less likely to be stunted compared to those who
consumed less from these foods.
The odds of underweight among children that consumed more grains and sweets were both 0.99 times less likely than those who
consumed less. Children who consumed milk was 0.63 times (95% CI: 0.43, 0.91) less likely to be underweight than those that
consumed less. Prevalence of wasting was 0.99 times less likely for those children that consumed more grains than those
consumed less. The odds of children being obese was 1.89 times higher for those that consumed milk and about 1.003 times
more likely for those that consumed both more grains and meat.
Table 6 shows the adjusted odds ratio (OR) of nutrients for prevalence of malnutrition among school-aged children. All factors of
each model were adjusted for confounding factors such as age, sex, urbanity and wealth quintile. Only utilizable protein remained
significantly associated with the prevalence of stunting. The odds of children being stunted was 69% lower for children in the
highest quartile (Q4) than the lowest quartile (Q1). After adjusting for confounders, utilizable protein, calcium, and riboflavin
remained significantly associated to the prevalence of underweight. Specifically, children with highest utilizable protein intake
(Q4) were 56% (95% CI; 35%, 91%) times less likely to become underweight than those from lowest quartile (Q1). The adjusted
ORs comparing prevalence of underweight among children in Q2 of calcium intake was 89% (95% CI; 84%, 94%) less likely than
those in the lowest quartiles (Q1). The odds of underweight among children in highest intake of riboflavin (Q4) was 0.91 times
lower than those of the lowest quartiles (Q1).
Riboflavin, thiamin and fiber remained significantly associated with the prevalence of wasting. The odds of wasting among
children in the highest intake (Q4) of riboflavin was 1.44 (95% CI; 1.03, 2.01) times more likely than those in the lowest quartiles
(Q1). The odds of children being wasted was 80.9% lower for children with higher intake of thiamin (Q3) than the lowest quartile
(Q1). Children with the highest intake (Q4) of fiber have 68.7% lower odds of becoming wasted compared to those children with
lowest intake (Q1).
Utilizable protein, vitamin D, fiber and vitamin C were significantly associated to the prevalence of obesity. Children with highest
intake (Q4) of utilizable protein have 5.44 times higher odds of becoming obese compared to those children with lowest intake
(Q1). The odds of obesity among children in the higher intake (Q2) of vitamin D was 54% (95% CI; 33%, 86%) times less likely than
those in the lowest quartiles (Q1). The adjusted ORs comparing prevalence of obesity in Q3 of fiber intake was 68% (95% CI; 52%,
91%) less likely than those in the lowest quartiles (Q1). Children with the highest intake (Q4) of vitamin C have 1.56 times higher
odds of becoming obese compared to those children with lowest intake (Q1).
Results showed in the linear regression analysis that for every 1-unit increase of the consumption of meat, grains, and sweets,
children’s height significantly increases by 0.01 (95% CI: 0.004, 0.01), 0.01 (95% CI: 0.01, 0.01), and 0.002 (95% CI: 0.001, 0.004),
respectively (Table 7). Also, children consuming milk increases the height by 0.77 (95% CI: 0.02, 1.52) compared to nonconsumers. Based on the results, children’s body weight significantly increase by 0.01 (95% CI: 0.01, 0.01) as meat consumption
increase, by 0.01 (95% CI: 0.01, 0.01) as grains consumption increase, and by 0.003 (95% CI: 0.001, 0.01) as sweets consumption
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increase. Also, body mass index (BMI) also increase by 0.004 (95% CI: 0.001, 0.01), 0.003, (95% CI: 0.002, 0.004), and 0.001 (95%
CI: 0.0005, 0.002) for every 1-unit increase of meat, grains, and sweets consumption.
Table 8 showed that utilizable protein, calcium, vitamin D and vitamin B12 were significant dietary factors of child’s height after
including the cofounders in the regression model. Specifically, children’s height increases by 0.07 (95% CI: 0.05, 0.09) for every 1unit increase of utilizable protein intake. Also, increasing the intake of calcium and vitamin D increases the children’s height by
0.004 (95% CI: 0.0005, 0.01) and by 0.48 (95% CI: 0.05, 0.9) respectively. In contrast, height decreases by -0.49 (95% CI: -0.84,
-0.14) for every 1-unit increase of vitamin B12 intake. It also showed that utilizable protein, vitamin B12 and vitamin C intakes
were the significant factors of body weight. Body weight increases by 0.10 (95% CI: 0.07, 0.12) for every 1-unit increase of
utilizable protein intake while body weight decreases by -0.35 (95% CI: -0.67, -0.03) for every 1-unit increase of vitamin B12 intake.
Body weight significantly increases by 0.04 (95% CI: 0.002, 0.07) for every 1-unit increase of vitamin C intake. Children’s BMI also
significantly increase by 0.04 (95% CI: 0.03, 0.05) as utilizable protein intake increase by 1-unit. BMI significantly increases by
0.02 (95% CI: 0.002, 0.03) for every 1-unit increase of vitamin C intake.
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Table 2
Demographic, socio-economic and nutritional status
characteristics of children
n

%

6–9

3594

54.7

10–12

2971

45.2

Male

3387

51.6

Female

3178

48.4

Rural

3824

58.2

Urban

2741

41.7

Poorest

1906

29.8

Poor

1487

23.3

Middle

1168

18.3

Rich

980

15.3

Richest

848

13.3

Nutritional Status

n

%

Normal (-2SD to 2SD)

4466

69.5

Stunted (<-2SD)

1955

30.4

Normal (-2SD to 2SD)

2439

68.8

Underweight (<-2SD)

1107

31.2

Severe Wasting (<-3SD)

156

2.5

Wasting(<-2SD to -3SD)

607

9.8

Normal (-2SD to 1SD)

5143

78.2

Overweight & Obese (> 1SD)

330

5.5

Obese (> 2SD)

217

3.9

Anthropometric

Mean

Standard Error

Weight (kg)

25.9

0.32

Age Groups

Sex

Urbanity

Wealth Quintile

Height-for-age Classificationa

Weight-for-age Classificationa

BMI-for-age Classificationb

a

based on WHO Child Growth Standards

b

based on the 2007 WHO Growth Reference BMI-for-age
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n

%

Height (cm)

127

0.16

BMI (kg/m2)

15.64

0.03

a based
b

on WHO Child Growth Standards

based on the 2007 WHO Growth Reference BMI-for-age
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Table 3
Comparison between Nutritional Status and food intakes of school aged children, NNS 2013
Physical Indicators

Food
Groupa

All

Stunting

% of
Children
Consuming

Normal

Sample,
(n)

Stunted

Underweight

Wasting (Thinness)

Obesity

Normal

Normal

Normal

Underweight

Wasted/Thin

Obese

Median (10th, 90th
)

Median (10th, 90th )

Median (10th, 90th )

Median (10th, 90th
)

4466

1955

2439

1107

5143

763

5143

217

Grains (g)

99.9

224.2
(112.7,
431.3)

205
(105,
397.4)*

197.8
(105.6,
359.8)

184.3 (91.3,
346.2)*

217.5
(87.4)

193.8 (106.7,
384.6)*

217.5
(87.4)

297
(147.3,
534.1)*

All Meat
(g)

90

93.1
(52.2,
228)

71.5
(35.2,
185.2) *

85.1
(48.3,
211.7)

68.8(36.1,
161.1)*

83
(44.5,
204.5)

84.4 (43.5,
196.6)NS

83
(44.5,
204.1)

155.3
(93.6,
329.7)*

Sweets (g)

70.4

59.4
(9.3,
331)

35 (5.3,
271.5)*

59.7
(10,
331)

33.5 (5,
265)*

50 (8,
301.8)

44.5 (5.8,
292)NS

50 (8,
301.8)

153 (10,
497)*

Fats and
Oils (g)

65.9

5.1
(1.4,
15.5)

5 (1.4,
14.4) *

5 (1.4,
15)

5 (1.4,
13.4)*

5 (1.4,
15)

5 (1.5,
13.6)NS

5 (1.4,
15)

7.1 (2.1,
18.6)*

Vegetables
(g)

53.1

36.4
(7.5,
132.7)

42.3
(8.6,
165.6) *

33.7
(6.7,
128.7)

36.1 (7.3,
139.1)NS

38 (8.4,
146.1)

35.2 (6.7,
123.1)*

38 (8.4,
146.1)

44.6
(8.9,
134.4)NS

Other Food
and
Beverages
(g)

48.6

9.4
(1.2,
45)

6.4 (0.5,
30) *

9.1
(1.4,
40.8)

6 (0.5, 30)*

8 (1,
40)

7.5 (1, 40)NS

8 (1,
40_

20 (3.7,
95.9)*

Fruit and
Fruit
Juices (g)

17.6

61
(10.8,
200)

68 (14.4,
190.5)NS

56.2
(10.8,
180)

64.1 (14.4,
208.1)NS

63.4
(11.3,
193.5)

68 (17.3,
189.7)NS

63.4
(11.3,
193.5)

49.7
(8.1,
237)NS

Milk (g)

17.5

19.6
(6.6,
90)

18.8
(6.1,
56.6)*

20.3
(7.5,
94)

18.8 (5,
69.6)*

18.8
(6.3,
80)

18.8 (8.7,
70)NS

18.8
(6.3,
80)

28 (8.6,
120)NS

Beans,
Nuts, and
Peas (g)

8.9

26 (13,
90)

22.1 (13,
91.2)NS

20 (13,
72.8)

19.5 (13,
72.8)NS

26 (13,
91.2)

18.8 (11,
72.8)NS

26 (13,
91.2)

36.4 (30,
124.8)*

Mixed
Dishes (g)

4.4

228
(30,
454.5)

228 (10,
303)NS

228
(20,
303)

187.7 (37,
303)NS

228
(10,
303)

228 (75.9,
303)NS

228
(10,
303)

236.8
(30,
372.8)NS

Abbreviation: NS = Not Significant
a

based on 24-h food recall;

*significant using Wilcoxon signed rank test with 95% level of significance (P < 0.05)
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Table 4
Comparison between Nutritional Status and usual energy and nutrient intakes of school aged children, NNS 2013
Physical Indicators
Stunting

Underweight

Wasting

Obesity

Normal

Stunted

Normal

Underweight

Normal

Wasted

Normal

Obese

Mean ±
SE

Mean ±
SE

Mean ±
SE

Mean ± SE

Mean ±
SE

Mean ± SE

Mean ±
SE

Mean ± SE

Sample, n

4466

1955

2439

1107

5143

763

5143

217

Energy (kcal)

1418.3 ±
7.2

1220 ±
10.6*

1291.3 ±
8.5

1101.9 ±
11.4*

1324.6 ±
6.5

1269.5 ±
15.3*

1324.6 ±
6.5

1929.9 ±
33.3*

Total Protein (g)

43.7 ±
0.33

36.7 ±
0.43*

39.5 ±
0.4

33.3 ± 0.5*

40.3 ±
0.28

38.7 ±
0.71*

40.3 ±
0.28

62.6 ± 1.8*

Utilizable
Protein (g)

34.8 ±
0.28

28.6 ±
0.37*

31.7 ±
0.35

26.1 ± 0.43*

31.8 ±
0.24

30.8 ±
0.61*

31.8 ±
0.24

50.9 ± 1.6*

Total Fat (g)

29.8 ±
0.25

20.8 ±
0.30*

28.4 ±
0.32

19.4 ± 0.33*

25.8 ±
0.22

24.6 ±
0.49*

25.8 ±
0.22

48.1 ± 1.3*

Carbohydrates
(g)

243.4 ±
1.28

220.9 ±
1.99*

218.9 ±
1.47

198 ± 2.17*

232.5 ±
1.19

222.7 ±
2.83*

232.5 ±
1.19

311.5 ± 6*

Total Fiber (g)

6.9 ±
0.04

6.8 ±
0.07*

6.4 ±
0.05

6.1 ± 0.08*

6.9 ±
0.04

6.2 ± 0.09*

6.9 ± 0.04

8.5 ± 0.2*

Total Sugar (g)

28.8 ±
0.26

22.4 ±
0.33*

29.1 ±
0.39

22.3 ± 0.40*

25.8 ±
0.22

25.3 ±
0.51*

25.8 ±
0.22

37.6 ± 1.3*

Calcium (mg)

284.6 ±
1.90

241.3 ±
2.87*

271.5 ±
2.55

228.2 ±
3.52*

265.4 ±
1.72

253.3 ±
4.52*

265.4 ±
1.72

369.7 ±
11.3*

Phosphorus
(mg)

667.9 ±
3.51

579.7 ±
5.20*

608.8 ±
4.14

524.4 ±
5.86*

624.8 ±
3.15

600.2 ±
7.56*

624.8 ±
3.15

908.1 ±
17.3*

Iron (mg)

7.9 ±
0.07

6.4 ±
0.08*

7.4 ±
0.09

6.6 ± 0.20*

7.2 ±
0.07

7.5 ± 0.23*

7.2 ± 0.07

11.4 ± 0.3*

Sodium (mg)

937.3 ±
7.58

746.6 ±
11.5*

887.5 ±
9.97

716.3 ±
13.2*

844.9 ±
6.96

827.3 ±
16.3*

844.9 ±
6.96

1440 ±
35.3*

Vitamin A RE
(µg RE)

314 ±
2.99

292.1 ±
4.53*

309.8 ±
4.1

262.1 ±
5.57*

312 .3 ±
3.51

310.4 ±
7.1*

312 .3 ±
3.51

401.3 ±
9.2*

Thiamin (mg)

0.69 ±
0.004

0.54 ±
0.005*

0.65 ±
0.005

0.51 ±
0.006*

0.63 ±
0.004

0.60 ±
0.09NS

0.63 ±
0.004

0.95 ±
0.02*

Riboflavin (mg)

0.63 ±
0.005

0.49 ±
0.007*

0.61 ±
0.009

0.47 ±
0.008*

0.56 ±
0.004

0.55 ±
0.01NS

0.56 ±
0.004

0.86 ±
0.02*

Niacin (mg)

13.6 ±
0.07

11.6 ±
0.11*

12.3 ±
0.09

10.5 ± 0.12*

12.6 ±
0.07

12.2 ±
0.15*

12.6 ±
0.07

18.5 ±
0.35*

Nutrientsa

Abbreviation: NS = Not Significant
a based

on 2 days non-consecutive food recall;

*significant using ztest with 95% level of significance (P < 0.05)
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Physical Indicators
Ascorbic Acid
(mg)

20.9 ±
0.21

21.2 ±
0.33*

19.9 ±
0.26

20.3 ± 0.50*

20.8 ±
0.20

19.1 ±
0.52*

20.8 ±
0.20

26.6 ±
1.23*

Abbreviation: NS = Not Significant
a

based on 2 days non-consecutive food recall;

*significant using ztest with 95% level of significance (P < 0.05)

Table 5
Adjusted odds ratio (OR) of food groups for nutritional status among school aged children
Odds Ratio (95% Conf.Interval)
Food Groups

Stuntinga

Underweighta

Wastinga

Obesea

All meat (g)

0.99 (0.997, 0.999)*

0.99 (0.99, 1)

0.99 (0.99, 1)

1.003 (1.001, 1.006)**

All Grains (g)

0.99 (0.996, 0.998)**

0.99 (0.996, 0.999)*

0.998 (0.996, 0.999)*

1.003 (1.001, 1.004)**

Sweets (g)

0.99 (0.998,0.999)*

0.99 (0.997, 0.999)*

0.999 (0.998, 1)

1.001 (0.999, 1.002)

Fats & Oils (g)

1.003 (0.99, 1.01)

0.99 (0.98, 1.01)

1 (0.99, 1.02)

1.01 (0.99, 1.03)

Non-Consumer

ref

ref

ref

ref

Consumer

0.89 (0.67, 1.19)

0.63 (0.44, 0.91)*

1.16 (0.79, 1.68)

1.89 (1.21, 2.96)*

Non-Consumer

ref

ref

ref

ref

Consumer

1.16 (0.91, 1.48)

1. 54 (0.75, 1.47)

0.94 (0.67, 1.32)

0.76 (0.41, 1.4)

Non-Consumer

ref

ref

ref

ref

Consumer

1.35 (0.95, 1.94)

1.63 (0.99, 2.66)

0.82 (0.51, 1.32)

0.78 (0.34, 1.79)

All Milk

Fruits & Fruit Juice

Beans, Nuts and Peas

a All

model were adjusted for age, sex, urbanity, and wealth index.

**p-value < 0.001, *p-value < 0.05
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Table 6
Adjusted odds ratio (OR) of nutrients for the prevalence of malnutrition among school aged children
Odds Ratio (95% Conf.Interval)
Nutrients

Stunting vs. Normal a

Underweight vs Normal a

Wasting vs Normal a

Obese vs Normal a

Utilizable Protein
Q1

ref

Q2

0.86 (0.75, 0.98)*

0.94 (0.85, 1.03)

0.99 (0.66, 1.5)

0.97 (0.52, 1.83)

Q3

0.83 (0.68, 1.03)

0.79 (0.65, 0.97)*

0.91 (0.58, 1.42)

1.65 (0.34, 7.95)

Q4

0.69 (0.53, 0.9)*

0.57 (0.35, 0.91)*

0.65 (0.27, 1.55)

5.44 (2.56, 11.5)*

Calcium
Q1

ref

Q2

0.84 (0.59, 1.2)

0.89 (0.84, 0.94)*

0.83 (0.6, 1.17)

0.7 (0.24, 2.07)

Q3

0.73 (0.48, 1.12)

0.78 (0.54, 1.11)

0.79 (0.5, 1.27)

0.71 (0.27, 1.83)

Q4

0.8 (0.46, 1.38)

1.02 (0.83, 1.25)

0.97 (0.79, 1.19)

0.59 (0.31, 1.12)

Vitamin D
Q1

ref

Q2

0.98 (0.83, 1.15)

1.14 (0.89, 1.46)

1.2 (0.96, 1.5)

0.54 (0.33, 0.86)*

Q3

1.09 (0.85, 1.39)

0.99 (0.81, 1.23)

1.15 (0.99, 1.34)

0.77 (0.39, 1.5)

Q4

0.92 (0.71, 1.2)

1.11 (0.67, 1.85)

0.998 (0.69, 1.45)

0.85 (0.55, 1.31)

Vitamin B12
Q1

ref

Q2

0.95 (0.78, 1.15)

0.91 (0.53, 1.58)

0.999 (0.71, 1.41)

1.45 (0.91, 2.33)

Q3

0.86 (0.73, 1.03)

0.85 (0.71, 1.02)

0.87 (0.67, 1.14)

1.07 (0.44, 2.57)

Q4

1.1 (0.76, 1.59)

1.05 (0.75, 1.47)

1.06 (0.68, 1.65)

1.43 (0.79, 2.57)

Riboflavin
Q1

ref

Q2

0.9 (0.69, 1.18)

0.9 (0.69, 1.17)

1.18 (0.8, 1.73)

1.51 (0.38, 6)

Q3

0.87 (0.59, 1.31)

1.01 (0.71, 1.45)

1.42 (1.26, 1.6)*

0.86 (0.16, 4.47)

Q4

0.82 (0.52, 1.29)

0.91 (0.85, 0.98)*

1.44 (1.03, 2.01)*

1.04 (0.17, 6.56)

Thiamin
Q1

ref

Q2

1.09 (0.87, 1.38)

1.08 (0.79, 1.47)

0.86 (0.49, 1.52)

1.16 (0.22, 6.22)

Q3

1.01 (0.82, 1.24)

0.95 (0.73, 1.22)

0.81 (0.66, 0.99)*

1.44 (0.28, 7.56)

Q4

0.85 (0.59, 1.21)

0.81 (0.54, 1.21)

0.77 (0.56, 1.06)

1.84 (0.56, 5.98)

a All

model were adjusted for age, sex, urbanity, and wealth index.

**p-value < 0.001, *p-value < 0.05
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Odds Ratio (95% Conf.Interval)
Fiber
Q1

ref

Q2

0.81 (0.63, 1.05)

1.03 (0.87, 1.21)

0.83 (0.72, 0.96)*

0.64 (0.36, 1.14)

Q3

0.92 (0.74, 1.17)

1 (0.63, 1.61)

0.84 (0.63, 1.13)

0.68 (0.52, 0.91)*

Q4

0.98 (0.66, 1.45)

0.89 (0.61, 1.32)

0.69 (0.51, 0.93)*

0.98 (0.76, 1.26)

Vitamin C
Q1

ref

Q2

1.01 (0.87, 1.16)

1.08 (0.89, 1.31)

1 (0.82, 1.23)

1.37 (0.75, 2.52)

Q3

1.02 (0.87, 1.2)

1.08 (0.82, 1.42)

0.95 (0.77, 1.16)

1.13 (0.74, 1.73)

Q4

1.03 (0.82, 1.29)

1.15 (0.92, 1.45)

0.94 (0.61, 1.47)

1.56 (1.02, 2.39)*

Vitamin A
Q1

ref

Q2

1.05 (0.91, 1.22)

0.79 (0.6, 1.02)

0.89 (0.51, 1.56)

1.24 (0.61, 2.53)

Q3

1.07 (0.87, 1.33)

0.94 (0.64, 1.39)

1.04 (0.76, 1.44)

1.26 (0.74, 2.17)

Q4

1.08 (0.9, 1.29)

0.88 (0.69, 1.08)

1.01 (0.75, 1.35)

0.84 (0.34, 2.09)

a All

model were adjusted for age, sex, urbanity, and wealth index.

**p-value < 0.001, *p-value < 0.05
Table 7
Linear relationship between children’s anthropometric measurements and Food Group factors
B-coefficient (95% CI)
Food Groups

Height (m) a

Weight (kg) a

BMI (kg/m2) a

Age

5.11(4.97, 5.26)**

2.59 (2.43, 2.75)**

0.27 (0.21, 0.33)**

Sex

1.48 (0.96, 2.00)**

0.47 (-0.04, 0.99)

-0.13 (-0.34, 0.08)

Urbanity

0.28 (-0.28, 0.83)

-0.03 (-0.53, 0.47)

-0.08 (-0.29, 0.12)

Wealth Index

2.13 (1.80, 2.46)**

2.20 (1.85, 2.54)**

0.71 (0.57, 0.85)**

All Meat (g)

0.01 (0.004, 0.01)**

0.01 (0.01, 0.01)**

0.004 (0.001, 0.01)**

All Milk consumer

0.77 (0.02, 1.52)*

0.58 (-0.22, 1.38)

0.24 (-0.10, 0.58)

Fruits consumer

-0.14 (-0.86, 0.58)

-0.15 (-0.80, 0.50)

-0.03 (-0.29, 0.24)

Beans, Nuts, and Peas consumer

-0.79 (-1.88, 0.29)

-0.79 (-1.79, 0.21)

-0.29 (-0.67, 0.09)

All Grains (g)

0.01 (0.01, 0.01)**

0.01 (0.01, 0.01)**

0.003 (0.002, 0.004)**

Sweets (g)

0.002 (0.001, 0.004)*

0.003 (0.001, 0.01)*

0.001 (0.0005, 0.002)*

Fats and Oils (g)

-0.01 (-0.05, 0.03)

-0.004 (-0.03, 0.02)

0.00 (-0.01, 0.02)

a

All model were adjusted for age, sex, urbanity, and wealth index.

**p-value < 0.001, *p-value < 0.05
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Table 8
Linear relationship between children’s anthropometric measurements and dietary factors
B-coefficient (95% CI)

a

Nutrients

Height (m) a

Weight (kg) a

BMI (kg/m2) a

Age

5.24 (5.15, 5.34)**

2.79 (2.70, 2.89)**

0.38 (0.35, 0.42)**

Sex

1.38 (1.01, 1.74)**

0.65 (0.32, 0.98)**

0.01 (-0.12, 0.15)

Urbanity

0.25 (-0.14, 0.63)

-0.05 (-0.40, 0.29)

-0.13 (-0.28, 0.01)

Wealth Index

2.16 (1.94, 2.39)**

1.95 (1.73, 2.17)**

0.57 (0.48, 0.66)**

Utilizable Protein

0.07 (0.05, 0.09)**

0.10 (0.07, 0.12)**

0.04 (0.03, 0.05)**

Calcium

0.004 (0.0005, 0.01)*

0.001 (-0.002, 0.004)

-0.001 (-0.002, 0.001)

Vitamin D

0.48 (0.05, 0.90)*

0.37 (-0.07, 0.81)

0.09 (-0.09, 0.26)

Vitamin B12

-0.49 (-0.84, -0.14)*

-0.35 (-0.67, -0.03)*

-0.10 (-0.24, 0.03)

Riboflavin

-0.17 (-1.53, 1.20)

-1.00 (-2.32, 0.32)

-0.40 (-0.94, 0.15)

Thiamin

0.82 (-0.31, 1.96)

0.71 (-0.37, 1.78)

0.25 (-0.21, 0.71)

Fiber

-0.01 (-0.15, 0.12)

0.05 (-0.09, 0.19)

0.03 (-0.03, 0.08)

Vitamin C

0.01 (-0.02, 0.03)

0.04 (0.002, 0.07)*

0.02 (0.002, 0.03)*

Vitamin A RE

-0.0002 (-0.002, 0.002)

-0.001 (-0.003, 0.0004)

-0.001 (-0.001, 0.0002)

All model were adjusted for age, sex, urbanity, and wealth index.

**p-value < 0.001, *p-value < 0.05

Discussion
I. Nutrient Intake
The present study revealed that the dietary protein intake of school-aged children is considered adequate however higher
percentage of inadequacy of utilizable protein is still observed especially among stunted children (Figure 1). This implies that
sources of protein intake are of low biologic value. This is evident in the diet of Filipino school-aged children as the results
showed that plant-based foods specifically grains (99.9%) are the most consumed food group. Plant-based foods tend to have
poorer protein quality because its proteins are less digestible and contain lower amounts of some essential amino acids such as
lysine and tryptophan which is found to accelerate growth [29]. Milk (17.5%) is also included among the least consumed food
groups. Milk consumption is beneficial among school-aged children since it contains high quality protein, calcium and insulin-like
growth factor-I which are found to be effective for improved linear growth [30] and proper bone development [31].
Results from logistic regression showed a significant association between dietary utilizable protein and stunting. Linkages
between dietary protein and stunting were also widely observed in previous literatures [29, 32-33]. A higher dietary protein intake is
reported in a prior study to be possibly beneficial for growth among stunted and weight gain for wasted children [26]. Aside from
dietary utilizable protein, calcium and riboflavin were also found to be significantly associated with the prevalence of
underweight. Furthermore, increased dietary consumption of fiber and thiamine were found to be significantly associated with a
lower wasting prevalence. This may be attributed to the role of dietary fiber on gut inflammation and increased intestinal transport
that affects the availability of nutrients absorbed by the body [34] and the relationship of thiamine to growth retardation and
malnutrition [35-37]. Lower risk of obesity was also revealed to be significantly associated with higher dietary consumption of
fiber and vitamin D. These results are consistent with previous studies which stated that individuals with poor vitamin D and fiber
intake were associated with a higher chance of weight gain and greater odds of excess adiposity in childhood [38-40]. On the
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other hand, higher risk of obesity was found with an excessive utilizable protein and vitamin C intake. Recent evidence reported
that excessive vitamin C can increase ROS generation that contributes to increased risk of obesity [41].
Correlation between several nutrients, height and weight gain is shown in the multiple linear regression. Higher dietary utilizable
protein intake was found to be a significant factor affecting body weight and BMI. Several studies also stated that an increased
dietary protein intake was associated with a greater height, weight and BMI [42-43]. Increased dietary intake of utilizable protein,
calcium and vitamin D was found to significantly increase height. Several studies have found a positive correlation between
calcium intake and height-for-age z-score among children 6 years and older [44-45]. Vitamin D may have an impact on height as it
is essential for achieving optimal linear growth through proper bone development [46]. On the contrary, a prior study reported that
vitamin D intake was not associated with height-for-age z-score [47].
II. Food Group Consumption
Delving specifically among food groups consumed, grains (99.9%) mainly contributed to the total energy intake of school-aged
children followed by meat (90.0%) and sweets (70.4%). Among the grains, rice is the most commonly consumed food item
because it is considered a staple food in the Philippines. As stated by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), riceconsuming countries are more likely to have inadequate and unbalanced nutrient intake [48]. This may be attributed to the
dependence of lower-income Filipinos on rice in expense of other nutrient-dense food groups such as fruits and vegetables
because of its affordability. Although rice is a good source of carbohydrate, it is also a poor source of vitamins and minerals
wherein losses occur during the milling process [49]. High consumption of sweets (70.4%) which is also found in the study, has
also a detrimental effect on children as it is linked to dental caries, reduced micronutrient intake and increased risk of obesity [50].
In terms of high meat consumption (90.0%), the results of the study are in line with the EAT-Lancet Commission report which
states that more meat and other major protein sources should be consumed by low-income countries that are rice-consumers to
mitigate malnutrition [51]. This is contradicted by a previous study which reported that high meat consumption translates into
increased prevalence of obesity due to its high fat and energy content [52].
In the logistic regression analysis, the present study had shown that higher consumption of grains is a consistent determinant
of child malnutrition. This is in conjunction with several previous literatures that found an association between high consumption
of grains and the prevalence of undernutrition [53-54] and obesity [55]. Meat consumption is also found to be associated with the
prevalence of stunting and obesity among school-aged children. This is supported by a previous study which reported an
increased risk of obesity among subjects who consumed high amounts of meat, specifically red and processed meat [56] and
contradicted by another prior study which reported an increased height among children who had a higher frequency of meat
consumption per week [56]. Instead of consuming excessive amounts of meat, an adequate intake is recommended as it is
associated with a reduced likelihood of being malnourished and is beneficial for child growth [57-58].
An association between consumption of milk/milk products and the prevalence of underweight and obesity was also found in
the present study. These are consistent with previous literatures [58-62]. Furthermore, high consumption of sweets was also found
to be associated with both stunting and underweight. In a previous research, high intakes of added sugars, particularly in the form
of soft drinks, sugar, and sweets were found to increase one’s susceptibility to micronutrient deficiencies [63] which may affect
child growth and nutrition.
With regards to the multiple linear regression analysis, increased consumption of meat, grains and milk were found to
significantly increase the height of school-aged children which is in line with the results of the logistic regression analysis. An
increase in weight and BMI were also found with a higher consumption of meat and grains. This is similar to the results of a
previous study which reported body weight gain and increased BMI with higher meat intake [64-65]. On the other hand, results of
this study are in contrast with previous research stating that increased consumption of grains lowers the risk of weight gain and
obesity [66].

Conclusions
The present study provided important insights into the dietary factors affecting the physical growth of school-aged children aged
6–12 years. The findings showed that school-aged children had poor consumption of nutrient-dense food groups such as fruits,
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vegetables and milk. Grains were considered the most consumed food group followed by meat and sweets. The dietary protein
intake of school-aged children is considered adequate, however malnourished children consumed lower amounts of protein than
normal children. Mean usual utilizable protein intake is also specifically lower than the mean dietary protein intake. The results
implicate that school-aged children consumed adequate dietary protein but their diet itself consists of poor biologic value protein.
Therefore, the study suggests that nutrition interventions and policies focusing on child malnutrition should improve not just the
quantity, but the quality of protein sources consumed by children to aid in proper growth and development. This study suggests
more researches on the evaluation of utilizable protein and physical growth.
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Figures

Figure 1
Prevalence of Malnutrition by prevalence of protein inadequacy represented by total protein and utilizable protein intake
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